Abstract-Graph analysis has revealed patterns and relationships hidden in data from a variety of domains such as transportation networks, social networks, clinical pathways, and collaboration networks. As these networks grow in size, variety and complexity, it is a challenge to find the right combination of tools and implementation of algorithms to discover new insights from the data. Addressing this challenge, our study presents an extensive empirical evaluation of three representative graph processing platforms: Pegasus, GraphX, and Urika. Each system represents a combination of options in data model, processing paradigm, and infrastructure. We benchmark each platform using three popular graph mining operations, degree distribution, connected components, and PageRank over real-world graphs. Our experiments show that each graph processing platform owns a particular strength for different types of graph operations. While Urika performs the best in non-iterative graph operations like degree distribution, GraphX outperforms iterative operations like connected components and PageRank. We conclude this paper by discussing options to optimize the performance of a graph-theoretic operation on each platform for large-scale real world graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph analysis unveils insightful patterns hidden in data sets. This ability has brought graph mining to the forefront in knowledge discovery applications. The growing demand for graph analysis desires general-purpose graph processing platforms that can perform arbitrary graph operations over large data sets in a generic fashion, instead of customized platforms and services for each specific graph-operation. Responding to such a requirement, a few categories of general-purpose graph processing platforms have emerged. Some examples of such platforms are graph transactional systems [1] and graph processing systems [2] - [4] , along with graph processing appliances that package graph processing software with infrastructure [5] .
The primary benefit of general-purpose graph processing platforms is that it enables algorithm development over system administration tasks such as providing fault tolerance, optimizing data loading processes, and minimizing communication overheads. In order to support such features, a graph processing platform typically involves a stack of options (See Figure 1) . The top layer is the data model layer to efficiently represent the graph for the desired analysis. The processing paradigm layer controls the efficiency of implementation of graph-operations. The bottom infrastruc- ture layer controls the productivity of implemented graphoperations.
Since choices in each layer of the stack is independent of each other, a wide variety of options are available for data scientists to perform graph analysis. For instance, Resource Description Framework (RDF) can be processed by MapReduce-based engines [6] or databases [7] . As an example of processing paradigm, SPARQL query can be processed in query engines in either Cloud environments [8] or high-performance computing environments [5] . Due to such a wide variety in the possible combination of choices, evaluating general-purpose graph processing platforms requires deeper understanding of all the layers in the stack. Therefore, this study presents an extensive empirical evaluation on representative platforms to perform graph analysis for large scale real-world problems. This study evaluates Pegasus, GraphX, and Urika for graph analysis. Pegasus [9] deals with graph-data represented as adjacency matrices, processes using the MapReduce paradigm, and runs in the Cloud environments. GraphX [4] prefers a property graph format, supports Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) paradigm, and runs in the Cloud environments. Urika [5] is a graph processing appliance based upon Cray's XMT architecture, in which a graph is represented using RDF and graph analysis is conducted via transactional queries. For infrastructure, we experiment with (1) an instance of Urika at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which has 2TB of shared memory in the system, connected with Cray's proprietary interconnect network, and (2) a 65 node cluster in a public Cloud environment. We believe the experimental setting in this study is a representative medium-to-large sized environment for analysis purposes.
This study benchmarks each graph processing platform for three popular graph mining algorithms: degree distribution, connected components, and PageRank. With Pegasus and GraphX, we leverage the source code provided by the authors. For Urika, we use our own implementation of graph algortihms expressed using SPARQL queries. Our approach is a first attempt at implementing iterative graph mining operations in SPARQL. Detailed description of our implementation is available in [10] . This study employs real data sets from [11] such as DBLP, Patents, and Friendster. DBLP has 0.3 million nodes and 1 million edges, Patents has 3.8 million nodes and 16.5 million edges, and Friendster has 65.6 million nodes and 1.81 billion edges.
Our benchmark results indicate that Urika is about 2 times faster than GraphX, and 7 times faster than Pegasus, for calculating degree distribution of Friendster. For connected components over Friendster, GraphX shows 90 times faster execution than Urika and 654 times faster than Pegasus. As for PageRank over Friendster, GraphX demonstrates 8 times faster execution than both Urika and Pegasus. However, achieving desired performance with GraphX requires a substantial effort such as controlling the level of parallelism by the number of concurrent tasks (# of task executors) and the number of total tasks (# of partitions), along with tuning communication overheads.
The remainder of this paper flows as follows: §II describes popular data model to represent graphs. §III provides a brief description of three popular processing paradigms for graph processing. §IV presents our empirical study results, followed by discussion in §V. §VI presents the state of the art in graph processing at large scale. §VII concludes the paper.
II. REPRESENTING GRAPHS
Given a graph G = (V, E), where V represents vertices and E represents edges, three different models are used in practice to represent graph structures; matrix, property graph, and RDF. While the matrix vector model considered in Pegasus and HAMA [12] mainly represents the topology of given graph, property graph and RDF have capabilities to describe properties/attributes of entities (nodes/edges) in the graph. Although property graph and RDF share the same goal to represent graphs with properties, they differ in format and represenation. The rest of this section provides formal descriptions of matrix, property graph and RDF representations.
A. Matrix
A graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges, can be characterized by a |V| × |V| adjacency matrix M , where it is defined by:
Note that e(v i , v j ) represents an edge connecting v i and v j in the definition. Matrix representation efficiently describes the topology of graphs, but provides limited capability to include properties/attributes for nodes and edges.
B. Property graph
A property graph is a directed multigraph, wherein two vertices may share multiple parallel edges. Property graph model is commonly used in graph databases such as Neo4J [13] , Titan [14] , DEX [15] , as well as graph processing systems like GraphX [4] . Formal definition of property graph is given by, Definition 2. A property graph is a directed multigraph G = (V, E, T V , T E ), where V is a finite set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is a finite multi-set of edges, T V is a finite set of node types, and T E is a finite set of edge types. Each node is mapped to a node type by a node type mapping function φ V : V → T V , and each edge is mapped to an edge type by an edge type mapping function φ E : E → T E . Each node v i ∈ V or edge e k (v i ,v j ) ∈ E has a set of <attribute, value> pairs that describe the properties of the node.
C. Resource Description Framework (RDF)
The RDF and the SPARQL query languages are two standards recommended by the W3C for representing and querying linked data on the Web. RDF is widely adopted by Semantic Web communities. An RDF collection consists of a set of triples in the form of 'subject, predicate, object , where subject denotes a globally unique resource, object denotes either a unique resource or a literal (i.e., a string or a number), and predicate denotes a relationship between the subject and object. Also, RDF data can represent a directed, labeled multi-graph, formally, Definition 3. An RDF data graph G = (V, E, L, π) is a directed, labeled multi-graph, where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of directed edges between the nodes in V. L is the set of edges and associated node labels. π is a labeling function with
III. PROCESSING PARADIGMS FOR GRAPH PROCESSING
This section describes three popular processing paradigms for general purpose graph processing: MapReduce, Bulk Synchronous Parallel, and database transactions. Figure 2 summarizes the differences between processing models of aforementioned processing platforms. Since many graph algorithms are iterative, Figure 2 illustrates the logical flow while processing iterations in each paradigm. Following subsections provide more detailed description for each processing paradigm, with the tools chosen for this study. 
A. MapReduce-based Processing
The MapReduce programming paradigm, introduced by Google [16] is a data-parallel framework. It allows developers to implement highly scalable and fault-tolerant parallel applications to process large scale data in a distributed shared-nothing environment. Apache Hadoop is an opensource implementation of MapReduce. A MapReduce program involves three phases: map, shuffle, and reduce. In the map phase, each machine reads segments of input keyvalue pairs from the distributed file system and generates a new set of output key-value pairs (e.g. aggregates from each segment). The shuffle phase receives all the key-value pairs from map phase and sorts different output key-value pairs. In reduce phase, each machine groups the key-value pairs with the same key and stores grouped key-value pairs as a new set of key-value pairs into the secondary storage system. Pegasus [9] is a notable graph analysis tool, adopting the MapReduce paradigm. Since graph-mining tasks are typically dictated by the adjacency relationships, they involve a large number of matrix manipulations. Pegasus implements distributed versions of matrix multiplication called generalized iterative matrix vector multiplication (GIM-V). The formulation and design of matrix multiplication operations exploit the block-structured nature of matrices to perform its computations and hence can provide scalability. In experiments, it was shown that GIM-V enabled computations on Hadoop with high linear scalability, in addition to handling over 2 billion edges in the graph.
B. Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) Processing
In Pregel [2] , Google proposed to use BSP paradigm [17] for graph analysis in order to overcome the limitations of MapReduce paradigm for graph processing: a large memory requirement due to poor locality of memory accesses; too many small jobs due to small computation per vertex; and varying and unpredictable level of parallelism during iterations.
BSP consists of the following steps: (1) dividing the algorithm into a series of super-steps; (2) computing a local update function on the vertex (in parallel across the graph); (3) reading messages from a previous super-step; (4) sending messages to a super-step; and (5) modify the states of other outgoing edges. Pregel implements fault-tolerance by allowing (at every super-step) messages to be checkpointed at a master node that aggregates the local results. When a failure occurs on any of the worker nodes, all the worker nodes proceed from the previous super-step. While Google's Pregel is proprietary, Apache Giraph [18] is an open-source implementation.
GraphX [4] is a graph processing platform that runs on Spark [19] , which supports the Pregel-runtime. Spark is a open-source in-memory cluster computing system, which overcomes many deficits of Hadoop MapReduce for iterative algorithms. For instance, Spark maintains the dataset in a distributed in-memory data structure, which can be efficiently reused by iterative algorithms. In contrast, Hadoop only allows storing the data back into secondary storage in every iteration, which incurs inefficiency for iterative algorithms. Spark, because of its in-memory processing capabilities, enables low latency interactive data analysis. Exploiting those features of Spark, GraphX conveniently associates graph processing systems with Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) process of a graph from secondary storage, though it is known to provide less efficient graph processing than special-purpose graph processing systems like GraphLab [20] , and Giraph [18] .
C. Database Transaction Processing
As part of the NoSQL movement [21] , graph databases have emerged to overcome the limitations of using relational databases to process graph data structures. Graph databases are designed for optimally storing, retrieving and querying graph data, analogous to how tuples are represented in a relational database. Typically, graph databases can more efficiently handle graph queries (e.g., subgraph pattern matching) compared to relational databases. The major strength of transaction-oriented graph processing paradigm is that it allows processing online transactional queries over graphs using graph query languages. There are two options when it comes to choosing a graph database: (1) RDF triplestores like Jena SDB [22] , Sesame [23] , Virtuoso [24] . They are graph databases that store RDF triples, which can be queried using SPARQL; and (2) graph databases like Neo4J [13] , Titan [14] , DEX [15] that are well suited for property graphs. Graph databases also support query languages. (e.g., Cypher, Gremlin, etc.).
Database transaction systems prefer a uniform latency over a large chunk of shared memory over distributed memory slots [25] . Therefore, a reasonable choice of infrastructure is a large-scale shared memory system such as Urika. Urika from YarcData, a sister-company of Cray, is built around a parallel supercomputer architecture, the Cray XMT. Urika is a graph processing appliance that provides both hardware-based solutions for resolving poor locality in memory access, with the emphasis on communication overhead, and an optimized software engine to process SPARQL queries over RDF triples.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF PLATFORMS
This section presents the empirical results on benchmarking three graph processing platforms, Pegasus, GraphX, and Urika. Table I shows data sets used in the experiments. They are publicly available data sets obtained from the Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) website [11] and widely used by graph analysis community. Evaluation results can be found in §IV-A (degree distribution), §IV-B (connected components), and §IV-C (PageRank). As for experimental environment, Table II shows the configuration for Hadoop and Spark used in this study, as deployed on a cloud instance in Amazon Web Services. We employed a 65 node cluster for one master node and 64 worker nodes, with the m3.2xlarge instance type. A VM instance of m3.2xlarge type offers 8 CPUs and 30GB of RAM. Hadoop and Spark are configured according to general guidelines from [26] , [27] . As mentioned earlier, Urika is a shared memory system. Urika uses 64 Threadstorm processors, each of which provides 128 hardware threads. Urika can support up to 512 TBs of shared memory with a single memory address for the processors. We used an instance that installed at ORNL, which has 2 TBs of shared memory. Although the system architectures are fundamentally different from each other, they all have the same amount of memory (2 TBs).
A. Degree distribution
The degree of a node in a graph is the count of the number of edges associated with that node.The degree distribution is the probability distribution of the node-degrees over the whole graph. More specifically, the degree distribution P (k) of a graph is defined as the histogram of nodes in the graph with degree k. Degree distribution is an important statistical metric of a graph [28] , [29] . However, it is a non-trivial question to calculate degree distribution in a timely and scalable manner, when the graph scale is large [30] and the structure varies over time [31] .
With SPARQL, degree distribution can be computed by a single query, as standard SPARQL natively supports the COUNT aggregation function. The query for computing degree distribution of graphs is presented in Listing 1. It is a nested SPARQL query where the subquery computes degree of each node by counting the number of edges connected to each node considering both incoming and outgoing directions, then the main query counts the frequencies of each degree. As for the MapReduce implementation of degree distribution, we used the implementation in Pegasus [9] , which consists of two phases of MapReduce jobs (refer to Listing 2). In the first pass, it reads the input file as a list of edges, considering the source node as the key, and the destination node as the value. The output of the first pass is the degree of each node. In the second pass, it reads the output from the first pass to count the number of nodes with the same degree and then, group by degree. GraphX implements the same MapReduce algorithm on Spark. Figure 3 shows evaluation results for degree distribution. As Urika is designed for on-line transactional processing, degree distribution is efficiently processed as on-line queries. This advantage is seen in the graph that shows Urika outperforming other considered processing paradigms. Degree distribution in Hadoop MapReduce-based Pegasus has two phases. The second phase reading the output from Figure 3 : Degree distribution the first phase -both of which happen at the file system level involving multiple attempts to read and write from disk. Therefore, Pegasus shows the slowest performance for this operation. GraphX uses distributed in-memory data structure, which prevents iterative jobs from the inefficiency of looping between loading and flushing intermediate data to file system. Thus, it is natural that GraphX performs faster than Pegasus. However, the tested Urika instance uses 64 Threadstrom processors, each of which supports 128 hardware threads. Thus, the level of parallelism for Urika was much higher than GraphX (64x2x8=1024 or 64x3x8 =1536 concurrent tasks) in our environments, which made Urika outperform GraphX for computing the degree distribution. This result indicates that shared-memory based massively parallel architecture may perform the best for basic-graph pattern retrieval or finding summary statistics of entities in a graph.
B. Connected components
Given an undirected graph G(V, E) with n nodes and m edges, a connected component is a maximal set of nodes that can reach each other through paths in G. Computing all connected components of G is a fundamental graph problem and can be solved efficiently on a sequential machine using O(n + m) time. However, it is nontrivial to design an efficient parallel algorithm for large number of nodes n and edges m on parallel machines. According to a recent study by Qin et. al. [32] , challenges stem from (1) non-scalable communication overhead, O(log(n)(m+n)) communication cost for each iteration, and (2) impractically large working set for a single machine, O(n) memory for each machine to hold a whole connected component in memory. Let us detail how to design a SPARQL query for finding connected components. Since SPARQL query for finding connected components is not publicly available, we developed our own sequence of queries, which is planned to be open to public in the near future. Let us assume that we are computing connected components for a graph G. Initially, an unique integer label l ni is assigned to each node n i , which can be done by adding triples such as (n i , <labeled>, l ni ) in a newly created temporary graph, in which intermediate and final results of the computation are stored. Once the temporary graph is prepared, the algorithm iteratively updates the temporary graph using G as follows; for each node in the G, associated label in the temporary graph is updated as the minimum label among all of labels of its adjacent nodes in G, including its own label. For example, if a node's label is 6, and its adjacent nodes' labels are 4, 5, and 9, the node's label is updated to be 4, as 4 is the minimum among all four numbers. To enhance reader's understanding, we illustrate the pseudo-SPARQL query for updating the graph at each iteration in Listing 3. In this approach, it should be noted that even though the same task is performed at every node, the task for each node is independent of the tasks executed in parallel at the other nodes.This approach maximizes Urika's capability of simultaneously processing each node in parallel.
FOR EACH NODE
The iteration stops when there are no more label updates. As a result, all nodes in the same connected component will have the same label, and the number of distinct labels will be the number of graph components. The algorithm requires O(n) of space complexity, where n is the number of nodes, as it requires assign labels to every node. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n × d), where d is the number of iterations until it converges. In the worst case scenario, the maximum number of iterations d required is the diameter of the graph. At the end of each superstep, vertices send messages as specified in sendMessage function. It distributes the message to all connected vertices and a message is calculated in vertex program, the smallest attribute amongst connected vertex, or component ID in this case. After sending the messages, each vertex combines the message according to mergeMsg function, which simply selects the minimum amongst all received messages. The primary benefit of this processing paradigm is to reduce communication overhead. All the vertices partitioned in one machine collectively exchange updated message to vertices in other machines, in each superstep. In our experiments, supersteps are less than 50 for both connected components and PageRank.
Although there are newer methods to find connected components using the MapReduce paradigm [33] , we used the matrix-based implementation in Pegasus [9] . Verisimilar to the method used in the Pregel implementation, finding connected components in Pegasus consists of three steps: (1) each node sends its current component ID to neighbors; (2) for each node, find the minimum value amongst current component ID and all received component ID; and (3) update component ID according to the results from the step (2) . The major differences between MapReduce and Pregel stem from the method to communicate messages among vertices. The implementation in Pegasus calculates for each partition stored in each machine and computation from each step is flushed into disk to be used in the next step. However, the Pregel paradigm does not require storing the output from each step into disk. Instead, it continues to remain in the system main memory. Excepting for this difference, the conceptual footprint of the MapReduce and Pregel implementation are similar to each other. This is why we have not presented the pseudo code for the MapReduce implementation. Readers can refer to [9] for details. Figure 4 shows the evaluation results for connected components. Finding connected components involves multiple iterations and the number of iterations is typically associated with the diameter of given graph. The number of iterations required for convergence increases with the size of graph. GraphX outperforms Hadoop-based approach by several orders of magnitude as size increases. Also, GraphX uses Pregel runtime, that is, BSP paradigm, for connected components.The BSP paradigm reduces the communication overheads in updating each vertex and, in each superstep, only vertices with updated results from prior superstep is involved in future computations. Also, as the values converge, the number of vertices participating in the computation decreases. In contrast, each iteration in Urika essentially performs the same amount of computation. Such a characteristic made GraphX extremely efficient in processing connected components for large graphs like Friendster data set. However, we believe that processing efficiency will vary according to the topology of a graph. Hence, reader may have to exercise caution in extrapolating our execution times for their own graphs in each processing paradigm.
C. PageRank
PageRank is a one of the most widely used graph algorithms, and it is designed to measure the importance of nodes in a graph. The algorithm is originally designed to compute rankings of web pages that are linked with hyper links, but it is now generally exploited in many other graph analysis tasks. The PageRank algorithm computes the significance of a node by looking at the number incoming links from other important nodes. By that definition, nodes connected to nodes with higher PageRank score will tend to have a higher PageRank value. PageRank of a node is recursively defined, and it is dependent on the number and PageRank scores of all nodes from its incoming links. PageRank outputs a probability distribution, which represents the likelihood of a random walker, will arrive at each node. PageRank is computed by, r = αP T r + (1 − α)
1 N e , where N is the number of vertices in the graph, P is the transition matrix for the graph, r i is the PageRank value for node v i , e= (1, 1, . . . , ) T , and α is a damping factor, usually 0.85.
PageRank can be computed using SPARQL in a similar way we computed connected components, as shown in Listing 5. We again highlight that this is based upon our own query design. It assigns initial PageRank score 1/N , where N is the number of nodes in the graph, to all nodes and creates a temporary graph to save the intermediate score assignments. Then, SPARQL query updates the temporary graph iteratively. The iterative update of each node's PageRank score is computed by querying its adjacent node's PageRank score. When PageRank score converges, the iteration stops. Listing 6 shows a simplified code snippet for PageRank algorithm in Pregel, where initialization part is omitted due to the space constraints. Similar to finding connected components, we have vertexProgram, sendMessage, and messageCombiner. In this implementation, we note that each vertex will send a message only if the difference between prior message and current message is larger than given tolerance value. Our tolerance value was 0.0001. For Pregel experiments, we used a dynamic PageRank, which runs until attributes assigned to each vertex converges. Also, reader may note that the version of PageRank implemented in GraphX is a non-normalized PageRank, which is different from conventional PageRank algorithm. Conventional PageRank algorithm initializes the attribute of each node with a normalized value of 1/N , where N is the number of nodes, as with our SPARQL query and Pegasus. Otherwise, the Pregel implementation will behave similar to the SPARQL query approach. As for PageRank included in Pegasus, the high level description is the same as the Pregel implementation. Figure 5 shows evaluation results for PageRank. We find that GraphX, which uses the Pregel paradigm, outperforms other two platforms. Compared with Pegasus, Urika shows faster execution time for small or medium data sets like DBLP and Patents. It should be noted that SPARQL is originally designed for finding patterns, instead of performing algorithmic operations. However, we find that Urika can process algorithmic operations based on SPARQL queries, faster than or equal to MapReduce-based approach. We believe that the shared-memory hardware of the Urika system, allowed us to overcome the limitation of transaction-based processing paradigm. We attempted to create a SPARQL query that manipulates the graph as large as possible to maximally utilize the memory capability. For GraphX results, the execution time of Patents is faster than that of DBLP partly because of different number of partitions. We will discuss this behavior in detail in regard to the performance implication of the number of partitions for each data set in the following discussion section.
V. DISCUSSION: CHALLENGES IN USING EACH

PLATFORM
Each platform has its advantages and disadvantages and offers opportunities for optimization in different ways. For instance, Pegasus on Hadoop requires extensive study to find optimal configuration for workloads in different system infrastructures [34] .Urika, on the other hand, is an appliance that bundles software and hardware. Users are not allowed to tune system configuration. The only available option is to design efficient queries that best utilizes a shared-memory architecture. While we reserved this query optimization task on Urika as future work, we discuss the challenges in tuning GraphX in this section. Figure 6 shows that it is tricky to find the best configuration for Pregel runtime on Spark, for each algorithm on each data set. As for small data sets like DBLP and Patents, it is relatively less critical with our 65-nodes cluster in the Cloud environments. Although we have already noticed that PageRank over 64 partitions DBLP (0.3 million nodes) can perform slightly slower than PageRank over 128 partitions Patents (3.8 million nodes), for PageRank over Friendster data set, we suffered exponentially increasing execution time while iterating. For the Friendster data set, PageRank on GraphX had to go through 51 iterations (i.e., it did not converge). Exponentially increasing execution time delayed convergence. In order to perform analysis within reasonable time, we choose a set of good configuration parameters through trial-and-error. Figure 6 (a) shows that the level of parallelism can create macro-level effects in the execution time of each iteration. Initially, we configured two task executors per machine and the number of graph partitions matched the number of task executors. However, we faced exponential increase in the execution time per iteration. We were not able to finish PageRank over Friendster within a week. We conjectured that the number of partitions might be too small since the number of reduce tasks matches with the number of partitions in GraphX. Then, we increased the number of partitions while the number of task executors remained the same, which yielded a substantial performance gain. However, the execution time increased as the algorithm progressed. We tried to increase the number of task executors for the same number of partitions, but we were unable to see improvements in execution time. Consequently, we ended up optimizing communication overheads.
We speculated that communication overhead between map tasks and reduce tasks may be causing delays in convergence. Following [35] , we started adjusting the buffer size. We increased the buffer size by 50% for the shuffle phase over the default buffer size. The shuffle buffer size is responsible for the communication between mappers and reducers. Figure 6(b) shows that, with the framesize of 15MB, we achieved a constant execution time for each iteration. After the buffer size increase, we managed to execute PageRank algorithm over Friendster data set in 61.28 minutes on average, as shown in Figure 5 . We believe that a systematic and automatic approach to find optimal configuration is possible, but requires more attention.
VI. RELATED WORK
While knowledge discovery from graph data has been studied for a while [36] , discovery from integrated information networks has seen a revitalization after the adoption of the internet, social-networks and proliferation of socialmedia. Recent surveys on managing and mining graph data [37] and graph algorithms [38] along with the study of laws and generating models [39] have helped design of tools such as SUBDUE [40] , gSpan [41] , OddBall [42] , Pegasus [9] , NetworkX [43] , and GraphLab [20] .
Pegasus on Hadoop [9] and GraphLab, which can be instantiated on the Cloud environments, are restricted to mining homogenous graphs. On the other hand, graphdatabases such as Neo4j [13] , Titan [14] , and Trinity [44] can house and retrieve massive heterogeneous graphs on commodity hardware, which can be useful to describe real world problems [37] , [45] . However, graph databases have limited data mining capabilities, in comparison to tools such as Pegasus or GraphLab. This is primarily because of the difficulty in expressing graph-theoretic algorithms using query languages [46] .
The scalability of graph processing tools is of interest in the data analysis community in order to handle large scale graphs. Infact, researchers at Microsoft performed a similar empirical comparison of Microsoft products that can process large graphs [47] . Other empirical evaluation studies on general purpose graph processing systems include [48] , [49] . However, since GraphX is relatively new, none of them include GraphX. Also, none of the earlier studies compare graph databases or triple stores with general purpose graph processing systems, with respect to graph mining capabilities. Our study performed a benchmark study for opensource tools, which were not discussed in aforementioned Microsoft study. In addition to including GraphX, this study included a specialized supercomputer for graph analysis. To the best of our knowledge, graph appliances such as Cray's Urika had not been benchmarked with graph mining capabilities until now.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study benchmarked three popular graph analysis platforms, Pegasus, GraphX, and Urika, in order to compare efficacy of each platform. We employed two categories of graph analysis operations: finding statistical metrics of a graph (degree distribution), and algorithmic operations (connected components and PageRank). While each platform presented unique challenges for optimal performance, such as tuning configuration parameters or implementing algorithms to best utilize the platform, this study suggests that each category of platforms may show performance advantage in a certain category of graph analysis operation. Our benchmark results indicated that, as for finding statistical metrics of a graph, database transaction based platforms like Urika may perform better than MapReduce-based platforms like Pegasus or Pregel-based platforms like GraphX. However, Pregel-based platforms demonstrate a few orders of magnitude faster execution time for algorithmic operations than MapReducebased platforms or database transaction based platforms. In the future, we will evaluate graph pattern matching capabilities of each graph processing platform. In this study, most of graph processing evaluation studies only benchmarked graph mining capabilities. We believe that this study will provide valuable insights for data scientists to decide the suitable graph processing systems for their desired graph analysis.
